CENGN is Canada’s not-for-profit Centre of Excellence in Next Generation Networks. CENGN’s Member Ecosystem promotes collaboration among technology innovators and adopters to drive Canadian technology innovation and industry growth. The ecosystem enhances dynamic interaction between members across industry verticals and supports CENGN’s vision of advancing global technology innovation for the prosperity of all Canadians.

**MEMBER BENEFITS**

**Governance and Community Engagement**
Help shape Canada’s innovation programs and strengthen CENGN’s mission. Engage and collaborate with other members to grow your business.

**Connect with Canada’s Tech Innovators**
Receive early exposure and introductions to start-ups and scale-ups developing innovative products and technology relevant to your business. Direct promising Canadian businesses to CENGN for access to our commercial grade infrastructure and subject matter expertise.

**Talent Development and Resources**
Build your talent pool through CENGN Academy courses offered at a discount to our ecosystem members. Gain access to highly educated and CENGN trained students to grow your team.

**Marketing and Communications**
Leverage CENGN as a platform for brand visibility and as a base to publish thought-leadership content. Take advantage of opportunities to speak at and/or co-host events. Gain free passes to the annual CENGN Summit plus 50% off a booth.

**IS YOUR ORGANIZATION RIGHT FOR MEMBERSHIP?**
The CENGN Member Ecosystem is comprised of organizations committed to driving technology advancement and growing innovation for the prosperity of all Canadians. Members are organizations that value the role CENGN has as a unifying technical voice between academia, government and the Canadian tech sector. As an ecosystem member you can help shape Canada’s innovation programs and strengthen CENGN’s mission. Your influence as a member creates a strong Canadian tech sector that addresses areas important to your business.

To join CENGN’s Member Ecosystem, contact: Emily at membership@cengn.ca